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2015 Problem 6 : Magnus glider
Abstract

ind an elastic band around the center of a glider made of

the direction of motion. Drag is caused by friction and

two light cups and hold the free end that remains. Stretch

differences in air pressure.

the free end of the elastic band and then release the glider. Investigate
its motion. Magnus effect has been seen on many flying balls and
cylinders like golf balls and etc. it cause the object to curve away from
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The Magnus glider which has been used in this
research is made of two light cups as shown in figure 2.

its principal flight path. In baseball matches when player hits the ball,

Then this glider was considered as two cylinders,

the ball moves in a certain flight path which is somehow like sagittal

one with sectional area of the bottom of a cup (Fig.3

diagrams in mathematics. This research concludes an investigation on

(1)) and one with sectional area of top of a cup (Fig.3

Bernoulli law and by solving it, a lift for a flying cylinder concerning

(3)). To simplify calculations the average size of them

kutta-Joukowski theorem has been obtained. Experiments were done

(two cylinders) was considered as another cylinder

and by tracking the movement of the glider from the videos that has

that contains the Magnus glider (Fig.3 (2)). So the first

been taken, diagrams has been drawn and compared to theoretical ones

assumption is that the glider is a cylinder with certain

and the result was a flight path for the glider.

accuracy.

1.Back ground knowledge

2.Theoretical solution

Top of cups

2(blue)

Bottom of cus

3(red)

Average cross section

Fig 3. simulation of shape estimation

W

Cross sectional area

Table 1. explanations of Fig.3.

I.First assumptions:
First Glider is considered as a cylinder second at the
beginning, the flow is considered as incompressible.
Assume a cylinder is flying through the air, by its
motion it will change the air streamlines around it. It's
clear that Reynolds number is important in this change
in air flow. Reynolds number explains if the airflow is
laminar or turbulent as:
Re = ρVD / μ

(1)

in this equation ρ is the density of fluid ,Vis used as
speed of the object ,D as the diameter of object and μ
is the viscosity of air.
By checking the Reynolds number ((around) ≈

At first what does the Bernoulli theorem says? Briefly, Bernoulli

3695,Re(behind) ≈ 10044) and changes in flow it has

theorem is that the fluid pressure decreases at points where the speed

been found that the flow around the assumed cylinder

of the fluid increases. When something is flying through the air it

is semi laminar and the flow behind it, is turbulent. In

changes the flow streamlines around it by changing the streamlines

a cylinder flying and rotating through the air it will

some forces are applied to the object. Every flying object basically

obviously change the air stream lines around it. If the

has 4 forces applied on it: weight, lift, thrust, drag. Weight is the force

linear velocity is defined as v ,velocity in point a is (V

of gravity. It acts in a downward direction—toward the center of the

+ ωr) because cylinder is rotating clockwise so in point

Earth.Lift is the force that acts at a right angle to the direction of

Fig 4 (a). Forces and flow directions on glider

A rotational speed which is ωr has the same direction

motion through the air. Lift is created by differences in air pressure.

with flow stream line. But in point B because rotational

Thrust is the force that propels a flying machine in the direction of

speed vector and f low stream lines are in opposite

motion. Engines produce thrust.Drag is the force that acts opposite to

directions so the outcome of these vectors is the result
of their subtraction.

lift

drag

flying
object

thrust

weight
Fig 1. forces on a flying object

Fig 2. Magnus glider

Fig 4 (b). Vectors used in equation (17-19)

Fig 6. velocity of two points on a vertical line in air
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decrease in points where velocity increases. Velocity in

Where ψ is stream function, k is a constant number, Γ
is circulation .

force is created. This issue is even seen in other objects
motion such as a ball rotating and is used to navigate

point A is (V + ωr) and in point B velocity is defined (V-

ships by wind. In this research the equation used for

ωr). So velocity in point A is larger than point B therefore

calculating the drag force is:

pressure in point A is smaller than point B. Flow moves

FD =

from high pressure to lower pressure. Now due to this

(10)

1
1
P(V-rω)2+ P1 = P(v+rω)2+ P2
2
2

(2)

1
ΔP = P((V+rω)2 - (V-rω)2)
2

(3)

dF = ΔPldV

(4)

Where P is the pressure, v is the linear velocity, ω is
the rotational speed, r as the radius of glider and Upward
force would be dF.

(16)

Where (FD ) is the drag force, (ρ) is the density of

pressure gradient mentioned there's an upward force
created called lift. The glider is rotating clockwise:

1
ρV 2 CD A
2

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

II.Bernoulli solution
To calculate the lift force, first velocity distribution
and after that pressure distribution should be found.

the fluid, (V) is the speed of the object relative to the
fluid, (A) is the cross sectional area, and, (CD) is the
drag coefficient –a dimensionless number.

into its horizontal and vertical components. Then by

III.Kutta-Joukowski theorem for a cylinder:
L =ρGV

(17)

In equation above (ρ) is gas density, (G) is vortex
strength and V is velocity(m/s) and (G) has its own
equation Eq18. (vr ) Is the rotational speed, (s) is spin
(rad/ second), (b) is radius of cylinder.

(15)

G = 2πbVr

(18)

Vr = 2πbs

(19)

the same lift formula.

IV. Equations of motion
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Thus for the unit length of cylinder lift force would
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be FL = Y = ρVΓ (Γ is circulation) which is known as
(4)

Magnus effect and does not depend on the size of cylinder
and can be shown that this is not a function of cylinder

(5)

writing equation of forces in each axis and solving it
motion equations has been obtained. And lift and drag
forces are calculated from Kutta-Joukowski theorem
and drag in actual flow.

3. Theoretical diagrams
In this stage motion equation are used to get a

As you see Bernoulli and Kutta-Joukowski reach

•velocity distribution

Fig 7. divided vectors on a glider

predicted diagram of the glider motion.
Based on Fig.8 it is simply a semicircular motion.
In this predicted graph initial height was considered
1.43 m so that someone with 1.6 m height can carry
and through the glider with the initial velocity of 3
meters per second. At the beginning of the motion

The equation of motion is derived from equations

initial velocity would divide to Vx and Vy. During the

(16) and (17). Cylinder has a projectile motion and

motion Vx is constant and Vy changes so that in this

starts it motion with an initial velocity makes an angle

prediction initial v would be in direction of north east

with the horizon line. As shown in Fig.7 velocity and

till it reaches the peak point in this situation Vy reaches

every action and reaction forces has been decomposed

shape. Meaning that the lift force mentioned above, is
applied to any object with circulation Γ around it. Of

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

course in actual flow of fluid the amount of circulation
generated is a function of shape, size and body condition.
Drag force is along the air flow and enters from the flow
to object.in actual fluid with rotating cylinder a circular
flow around the cylinder can be generated. As a result
the flow around the cylinder is with vortex and the lift

Fig 8.graph derived from theory data
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According to Ber noulli theorem pressure will
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differently in motion.
e) Objects material: in same shapes will change the
weight
f) Object angular velocity: changes the forces on the
object except weight.

II. Sources of error

Fig 9. process of making a simple Magnus glider.

zero and Vx remains steady, so only a forward motion is
observed and after this part Vy due to gravity alternates
to minus and velocity resultant would be in south east
direction till the object reaches the ground.

Fig11. graph derived from an experiment video (219 points)

movement.
By tracking a video of experiments with "tracker"
program, a location graph was drawn.

I. Relative parameters

4. Experiments

a) Weight: if the glider weight is high it will decrease

Using 2 light cups and a power adhesive tape, glider
was made and rubber bands that give the initial force for
navigating the glider were made by knotting them to each
other. As shown in Fig.9 rubber bands are twisted around
the glider and by releasing the free end glider starts its

lift force
b) Initial velocity: low initial velocity cause lower
acceleration and velocity
c) Density of fluid: high density decrease velocity and
angular velocity

o Magnus effect changes the motion behavior of a
thrown object in a projectile motion and creates
more lift like forces that make the glider to fly
higher.
o Lower weight cups can make the glider to fly much
higher than heavier ones.

a) Possibility of wind blowing or turbulence in air

o By considering the flow around the glider semi

flow around the glider: which cause errors in the

laminar, a path can be drawn for the glider

gliders motion and deviation from the path.

movement.

b) Calculation errors: that changes your result.

o Three of the four forces of flying object are applied

c) Holding the glider and the rubber band around it in

on the glider.(drag, lift, weight) and because the

a wrong way (too up or too low...): that cause the

glider start moving with velocity and not a force

wrong motion in glider.

the glider has no thrust.

d) Existence possibility of inequality and roughness

o Lift force changes the motion and curve it and

on the glider surface: that increases the friction

drag force act like friction and confront increasing

and change the path of motion.

V and lift.so glider won't always fly upward.

And other environmental error sources.
Comparison between theory and video processing
has been shown in Fig 12. The general form of two

o Drag force in free fall part of motion cooperate
with weight.
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5. Conclusion

has been neglected changes.
the behavior of the graph.
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Fig10. Screenshot of "tracker" program.

Fig12. comparison between theoretical data and video
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V. Page 8 "(3) the authors are very kind to list quite
a few related parameters and possible sources of

Experimental verification of the photoacoustic
model

errors, including their description. But how do they
fit into their results, that is, their calculated and
recorded trajectories?"
They are mostly obser ved in calculations and

Modifications
1. All pages are numbered now.
2. All the notes has been corrected except some that

Abstract

N

exper i ments and they are mentioned for f u r ther
researches that may be done by others so they will know
what can be their errors.

o experimental verification in real units exits for the
photoacoustic model for solids. Many papers have made

photoacoustic measurements in arbitrary or relative units. This paper

are mentioned bellow

details the experimental set-up and procedure required to obtain

I. Page 2- table (1) and figure (3):

experimental data of the photoacoustic phenomenon for solids in

Explanation is in the paragraph before figure 3.

real units of sound intensity ( Wm-2 ) . The key assumptions made

Table 1 is only for clarifying figure 3 numbers of

in the derivation of the photoacoustic model for solids have been

cylinders.

highlighted and experimentally satisfied to obtain good agreement

II. Page 5 equations (16) and (17):

between theory and empirical data. Empirical data obtained in real

"For these two equations, the authors simply copied

units follow both the general trend and the exact values predicted

the equations and the list-wise description of each

by the photoacoustic theory. This paper also takes into theoretical

physical quantity into the manuscript"

consideration heat transfer from the sample to the air through both

I don’t understand what do you mean by copy and

radiation and conduction.

pasting equations.
III.

"Page 6 -figure (7) and equation table:

Vectors are shown divided for clarifying the

Anglo-Chinese School (Independent)

equations (20-27) because in equations these vectors

96.nishant@gmail.com

have been used dividedly.
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Equations should progress together with aim of
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reaching equations of motion in horizontal and
vertical component at the same time.
IV.

Page 6 predicted diagram:

(3)   Line 2 – 6: The whole description, “The object
…….before collision with ground.”, can be used

1. Introduction
Alexander Graham Bell discovered the photoacoustic effect in
1880 when he observed that thin disks of many different materials
emitted sounds when exposed to the action of a rapidly interrupted
beam of sunlight [1]. In this investigation, the photoacoustic effect is
reproduced by exposing a jar made of acrylic, coated on the inside
with soot, to an incandescent lamp powered by alternating current
(AC). A distinct sound is produced and is investigated both in terms
of its intensity and frequency.

to describe any kind of projectile motion. What is

T he photoacoustic effect has prominent applications in

the difference between the glider motion and the

photoacoustic spectroscopy. Photoacoustic spectroscopy is used

projectile motion, after the authors also took lift and

to study the properties of materials not accessible to optical

drag forces into consideration in the calculation?"

spectroscopy, such as amorphous compounds, smears, gels and oils

it is a prediction graph based on theories that the

[2]. The solids and gases can be identified by the unique sound waves

glider will move like a projectile movement but not

they produce when electromagnetic radiation energy is incident on a

exactly the same and the result is in page 9 (Fig 12)

sample of the material.
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[5] Fundamentals Of Physics 9th edition/ David Halliday,

